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T
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SECTION
N – A ( REA
ADING)

(I) Read
R
the folllowing passsage and an
nswer the qu
uestion giveen below A) The boatss are floating
A
g along the laakeshore. It is the summ
mer boat paraade. There arre motor boaats, rowboatss
a sailboatss. Jessica’s favourite
and
f
is thhe yellow motor
m
boat wiith flag. Thee rowboat deecorated withh flowers is
L
Lisa’s
favourrite. Tony liikes the purrple sailboatt. The boats float one byy one at a tim
me. The peoople on the
b
boats
waive at the crowd
d. The crowdd cheer the boats.
b
The booat parade is so much funn to watch. It
I is the best
p of the suummer.
part
a Where arre the boats floating
a)
f
?

b What kinnds of boats are there ?
b)
__________________
_____________________________________________________________

c Which iss Lisa’s favourite boat ?
c)
__________________
_____________________________________________________________

d What is the
d)
t best part of the summ
mer ?
__________________
_____________________________________________________________

e Which iss Tony's favo
e)
ourite boat?

B) Once upoon a time there lived a buusiness man in a city, byy the name Shhyamakant. He was ownner of a big
B
b
business.
The city in wh
hich he livedd was situateed near a rivver. Once, duue to heavy rains the riiver was
f
flooded.
Thee whole city got submergged in the neeck deep watter. The cropp, houses andd factories inn the cities
w damageed and hundrreds of peopple and cattlee perished inn the flood.
were
a Where diid the busineessman live??
a)
__________________
_____________________________________________________________
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b) What was the name of the businessman?
________________________________________________________________________

c) Where was the city situated?
________________________________________________________________________

d) Why was the river flooded?
______________________________________________________________________________

C) Mother, your baby is silly! She is so very childish! She does not know the difference between the lights in
the streets and the bright stars. When we play with pebbles, she thinks they are real food. She even tries to put
them into the mouth. When I open a book before her and ask her to learn a b c, she tears the pages.
a) How is the baby?
b) Who was very childish?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

c) Write the opposite
Open × _____________________
d) What did she do when he open the book before her?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

e) Complete the sentences:She does not know the difference between the lights
__________________________________________________________________________________________

D) It was a hot day. A cap seller was going to a fair to sell his caps. His way lay through a thick forest and he
was so tired, so he decided to take some rest under a big shady tree. Soon he was fast asleep. There lived many
monkeys on the tree. They saw him wearing a cap on his head. They came down, opened his bundle and took
the caps and wore them on their heads. Then they climbed up on the high branches of the tree. After some time,
the cap seller woke up. He found his caps not there. The caps were missing. He felt very gloomy and looked
around for them. All of a sudden, he looked up and saw the monkeys wearing the caps.
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a) Why was the cap seller going to the fair ?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
b) What did the cap seller decide to do?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

c) There lived many monkeys on the tree.
i). True _________________

ii). False ______________________

d) What did the monkeys see ?
________________________________________________________________________________________

e) What did the monkeys do?

SECTION – B ( WRITING )
(I) Write a paragraph on “My Pet Animal”
__________________________________________________________________________

(II) Write a paragraph on “Fish”.
______________________________________________________________________________
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(III) Write a paragraph on “A visit to Zoo”
______________________________________________________________________________

(IV) Write an application to the principal seeking two days leave for your sister’s marriage.
______________________________________________________________________________
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_______
(V) Write an application to the class teacher for two days leave as you have an urgent work at home.
______________________________________________________________________________

Section C: Grammar
(I) Fill in the blanks from the option given below:
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1) Samir worked hard

he wanted to pass the selection test. (because/ though )

2) Anil’s father came home

he took us to the cinema. ( and/so)

3) He works hard every day
4) It may rain
5) ________

he is happy. (but/ and )
it is cloudy. (because/ and )

The police set the thief free . He spoke the truth .( because / though )
he knows the city well. (so/ and )

6) Aru travelled to many places in Lucknow
7) I feel sick
8)

I over ate. ( as / and )
It was a working day. We could not attend the wedding . ( because / though )

9) Tarun had to look after the family

he was only 16 years old. ( though / as )

10) _

the start of the journey. (at / on )

11)

The twenty – first journey. ( in / on )

12) My science book is

my schoolbag. ( at / in )

13) Sheena lives

the city. ( in / on )

14) Read the article

the newspaper. ( in / at )

15) Write your name

top of the page .( on / in )
the wedding .( at / on )

16) They were dancing
17) I woke up

the middle of the night. ( in / at )

(II) Write the kinds of sentences:
1) How magnificent the building is !
2) Please lend me your bicycle today.
3) How many flowers are there in this garden?
4) Switch off your mobile phones.
5) What a nuisance this is!
(III) Underline the subject:
1) The earth orbits around the sun.
2) The plane has landed.
3) She saw a mouse go up the clock.
4) The chameleon sat on the branch.
5) I love Indian cuisine!
(IV) Underline the predicate
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1) Peacocks dance during the rain.
2) We like to go to a quiet place.
3) We walked around a lake.
4) Stars appears to twinkle at night.
5) Cities are very noisy.
6) We can see seven colours of the rainbow.
(V) Write the synonyms of the underline words :
1) The king was rich but he was sad.
2) Your work is neat.
3) You are correct.
4) Ask the woman to please sit down.
5) You have a funny story to tell.
6) You are tired. Rest for some time.
(VI) Write the antonyms of the underline words:
1) These trousers are too tight for me. But the shirts are
2) Your answers are incorrect. I have written the

answers.

3) We sold the old car and bought a

one.

4) Coffee can be served either hot or

.

5) The story made me cry. Thankfully, your joke made me
(VII) Make the compound words by matching the correct words.
{Alarm, cup, police , tooth , suit , washing }
{case, board , machine , man, clock , brush }
1
2
3
4
5
6
Section D: Literature
(I) Answer the following questions:
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Q1) What is dusk and dawn?
A1)

Q2) What sounds do you hear on the road in the morning?
A2)

Q3) Where was the man going?
A3)

Q4) Why did the child go with the puppy?
A4)

Q5) What did the tiger cub catch one night?
A5)

Q6) Where did the mother tiger and her small tiger cub live?
A6)

Q7) Does the child ever get any letter?
A7)
Q8) Whom does the postman bring letters for?
A8)

Q9) What does the baby do with the book?
A9)

Q10) What does the baby do with the pebbles?
A10)

Q11) How old is the speaker?
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A11)

Q12) Who are ‘they’ and ‘them’ in the poem?
A12)

Q13) Where were the people going?
A13)

Q14) What did the man say to Meena?
A14)

Q15) Choose the right answer:
1) Name the ship of the desert?
a) lion

(b) crab

(c) camel

(d) tiger

(b) mountains

(c) plateaus

(d) deserts

(b) hump

(c) legs

(d) lips

(c) monkey

(d) crocodile

(c) thick and fat

(d) thin and padded

A1)
2) There are no rivers and lakes in
a) plains
A2)
3) A camel store food in its
a) stomach
A3)
4) Name the king of the forest
a) lion

(b) owl

A4)
5) The feet of the camel are
a) thick and padded

(b) long and fat

A5)
(II) Fill in the blanks
1) Let’s go on the

. ( tain/ dawn)

2) Give me some

to eat.( food/ clothes)
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3) I

hear the dogs barking. (can/cannot)

4) I

hear the wind blowing.(can/cannot)

5) I

hear the sounds of moving chairs.(can/cannot)

6)

are playing ‘catch-me-if-you-can’. (They/Them)

7) The

has rung. It is time for lessons. (bell/drum)

8) The boy fell in the

. ( pit/tree)
hot milk. ( sip/ ate)

9) I
10) The cat runs after the

. ( rat/ dog)
around the bushes. ( leap / wiggle)

11) The squirrels
12) The flies

on the dirty table. ( crawl/ rode)
by the branches of the tree. ( hop / swing)

13) The monkeys
(III) Match the column:
A

B

1) Lions

(a) wiggle

2) Birds

(b) brings our letter

3)Worms

(c) hop

4) A postman

(d) teaches in a school

5) An astronaut

(e) meows

6) A teacher

(f) duckling

7) A nurse

(g) piglet

8) A clown

(h) nest

9) duck

(i) hive

10) cow

(j) looks after patients

11) A sparrow

(k) makes people laugh

12) A bee

(l) calf

13) pig

(m) travels in a space craft

14) A tiger

(n) walk

15) A cat

(o) roars

Ans : (1- ) (2- ) (3(11-

) (12-

) (4 ) (13-

) (14 -

) (5) (15 -

) ( 6-

)(7-

) ( 8-

)(9-

) ( 10-

)

)
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